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1  ABSTRACT 

 

Diffusion inside of the ribosomal tunnel, a cellular 'tube' at which's one side protein 

synthesis takes place and at the other the protein polypeptide chain emerges, is a 

physical process that has been attracting more and more attention. Experimental work 

is for this question quite limited and leaves place to computational approaches. In this 

work, we simulated the diffusion inside of the real tunnel geometry, using a simple 

but physically correct model of Brownian motion with reflective boundaries. Our 

main interest was the influence of tunnel geometry on particles diffusing inside, as for 

example macrolides that block the synthesis. Except the real tunnel geometry 

representations, a pencil tube, simpler 'tunnel' system, was generated for purposes of 

validation and testing. Exit times of the particles were monitored and their distribution 

tracked. For clearer assumptions on relation between antibiotics' binding and 

geometry, binding of instances to tunnel's wall should be included, so, reaction-

diffusion performed, which could not be done for now due to lack of time and 

complications that arose concerning the system's geometry treatment. 
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2  RIBOSOME AND THE RIBOSOMAL TUNNEL 

 
2.1. Ribosome as a protein synthesis machinery 
During the last 50 years the process of protein synthesis has been analysed in great 

detail; yet, many new questions arise. Some, concerning accurate biochemical and 

structural properties of complexes involved, are difficult to treat both experimentally 

and computationally. 

Translation, or the process of RNA-dependent protein synthesis, takes place on a 

macromolecular assembly known as ribosome, and can be summarized as follows: i) 

aminoacid transfer to a cognate tRNA by means of aminoacyl-tRNA-synthetase 

(aaRS), ii) binding of aminoaclyated tRNA to elongation factor, iii) tRNA:mRNA 

decoding. The exact mechanism of decoding and peptide bond synthesis by the 

ribosome has not been elucidated until the atomic resolution of the complex has been 

solved, using 3D-electron microscopy and X-ray crystallography (Stark et al. [1], 

2000,  Ban et al. [2], 1998, 2000). It is now clear that the ribosome is composed of 

two subunits, a larger and a smaller one, which both consist of approximately two 

thirds of RNA and one third of protein. The small subunit (sediments at 30S in 

prokaryotes, 40S in eukaryotes) is responsible for interaction of appropriate mRNA 

codons with tRNA anticodons, being the main fidelity factor for translation. The large 

subunit (sediments at 50S in prokaryotes, 60S in eukaryotes) is the cradle of peptide 

bond formation, catalyzing the reaction in the peptidyl-transfer active site. Also, the 

large subunit comprises the binding sites for GTP-binding proteins, few of them that 

assist specifically in initiation, elongation and termination of the protein synthesis. 

Most of the research has been done on bacterial ribosomes. There, the large subnit 

comprises of 23S rRNA, 5S rRNA and 31-35 proteins, while the small subunit is 

composed of 16S rRNA and 20 proteins. It has been shown for both subunits that the 

proteins are dispersed, but concentrated mostly with their bigger domains on the 

surface, making a structural 'backbone' that way. However, proteins are absent from 

the sites where the main interactions between the subunits and catalytic activity take 

place, showing that they are not responsible for the catalysis. Indeed, ribosomal RNAs 

adopted the name of catalytic RNAs after it has been proven they posses enzymatic 

activity and that 23S rRNA makes the catalytic core of peptidyl-transferase center 
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(PTC) reaching both the A-(acyl-)site and P-(peptidyl)-site of the active site venter 

(Nissen, Hansen, Ban et al. [3], 2000). Therefore, the ribosome is actualy a ribozyme. 

 

 
Figure 1: Ribosomal subunits assembled during translation 

 

2.2. The geometry and properties of the polypeptide exit tunnel 
In 1982, it was reported that the nascent protein chains first become exposed 

(Bernabeu and Lake [4], 1982). This fact led to assumption that there might be an 

inside tunnel passing through the large subunit and connecting the PTC and potential 

polypeptide exit site. Indeed, existence of a such a tunnel was proven in 1995 by cryo-

electron microscopy (Frank et al. [5], 1995). Today it is a known fact that all the 

ribosomal large subunits contain the exit tunnel. 

Instead of being imagined as a non-reactive cylinder through which the proteins look 

to their first daylight, the ribosomal tunnel, built of ribosomal RNAs and proteins, is a 

reactive environment with distinct biochemical and geometrical properties, which 

both influence the processes taking place inside of the tunnel. Except the 

ttranslocation of the nascent chain (which can be facilitated or retarded because of the 

tunnel), those are the blocking of the tunnel by antibiotics/macrolides, diffusion of the 

water solvent, diffusion of ions which is abolished, primary folding interactions.... 
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Figure 2. A slice through the ribosomal large subunit comprising the nascent chain path (Jenni et al, 

2003). The ribosomal tunnel surface is shown in blue (internal surface) and yellow (external surface).  

 

What are the main tunnel properties?  Spanning the entire large subunit, the tunnel is 

approximately 100 Å long and between 10 and 20 Å wide on different parts. The 

tunnel wall is built from 23S rRNA (domains I through V) and L4/L22 proteins (non-

globular parts). The narrowest site of the tunnel, so called constriction site, is formed 

by L4 and L22 residues. There are no large hydrophobic patches in the tunnel wall, 

thus minimizing the unfavorable interactions with growing nascent chains. Near the 

exit site proteins L23 and L29 were found. 

A detailed analysis of tunnel geometry has been done by Voss et al. [6] (2006).  

Solvent-accessible channels with opening at surface exterior were determined for the 

crystal structure of the large subunit of Haloarcula marismortui by a 'rolling ball' 

algorithm, developed by Shrake & Rupley in 1973 to calculate accessible surface 

area. This algorithm uses a sphere (of solvent) of a particular radius to 'probe' the 

surface of the molecule.  In this work it was used to determine the outer surface of the 

ribosome as well as its inner reachable channels. The balls with small radii, as 

expected, can reach the channels narrower than the exit tunnel only, and for those 

balls, a whole solvent-acessible network of channels is generated, showing that the 

subunit is very 'wet' inside (39% of its volume is solvent-acessible). On the other 

hand, taking bigger and bigger radii for the ball, we can reach the value for which the 

inscrease of radius doesn't bring the decrease of the channels obtained anymore. For 
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those radii values (from 2.5 to 3.0 Å), the approximate ribosomal tunnel volume is 

generated.  

 

 
Figure 3. The dependence of volume acessible from the tunnel on the probe radius (Voss et al, 2006). 

For all representations, PTC is marked with a blue sphere. 

 

We point out that the tunnel size and shape cannot be uniformly defined, as they 

largely  depend on the molecules passing through it. However, radius value of 3Å is 

taken as the probe radius for which the most exact tunnel volume is generated. That 

tunnel is about 25 000 Å3 in volume, with 80Å length between the PTC site and the 

distal end and 20Å width if it were uniform cylinder. 

 

 

2.3 Antibiotics/macrolides binding 
Many different experimental data tells us about the binding of various groups of 

antibiotics to the walls of the ribosomal tunnel and blocking of  the nascent chain 

translocation through it, thus, blocking the synthesis. Some of them were shown to 

bind to the head region of 30S subunit and by conformational change make PTC 

inactive, leading to the stall of synthesis process (for example, spectinomycin). 

Intriguing is the group of macrolide antibiotics, which are assumed to bind at the 

position adjacent to PTC inside of the tunnel. 

Macrolides are large lactone ring based antibiotics with varying substituent group on 

the lactone C5 position. There are few high-resolution structures of macrolides 

(carbomycin A, spiramycin, tylosin..) bound to the large ribosomal subunit available 

(Hansen et al. [7], 2002) which all point to the same binding site inside of the tunnel, 

between the PTC and the narrowest part of the tunnel (L4/L22 constriction site). 
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However, biochemical assays have shown weak and unspecific binding affinity of 

macrolides to the sites obtained crystallographically. Also, it has been shown that the 

level of synthesis blocking is proportional to size of  macrolide bound. For a 

macrolide with short substituent group, a small oligopeptide chain can still pass down 

the tunnel, while for the one with longer substituents group, elongation is blocked 

completely. 

 

 
Figure 4. Outside view of the ribosomal tunnel (Jenni et al, 2003). Regions of antibiotic 

resistance and supressor mutations are indicated. 

 

Knowing the geometry of the tunnel, the idea of its implications to synthesis stall has 

been taken into account. By binding to the tunnel walls close to its begining, 

macrolides can be seen as 'caught' and after dissociating not able to 'find' the exit 

anymore. Time needed for them to leave the domain for the first time is known in 

mathematics as a first exit time problem. 
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3  DIFFUSION  
 

3.1 Physical properties of diffusion processes 
The concept of diffusion emerged in physical sciences, with the pioneering example 

of Fourier's mathematical description of the heat diffusion process. Later it was shown 

that diffusion is the basis for many important processes (in physics and biology), and 

also, it was shown that some processes observed in other disciplines have so-called 

'diffusion-like' behaviour. 

Macroscopically, diffusion is a continuous process. Physiologist Adolf Fick first 

described the laws governing the transport of mass through diffusive means. His work 

gave rise to what we know today as a general diffusion equation, usually given as: 

 

€ 

∂φ r,t( )
∂t

=∇ ⋅ D φ,r( )∇φ r,t( )[ ] , 

 

where 

€ 

φ(r,t) is the density of the diffusing material at position r and time t and 

€ 

D(φ,r)  is the collective diffusion coefficient (diffusion tensor) for density 

€ 

φ  at 

position r. 

Depending on the form of the diffusion coefficient D, there are several types of 

diffusion (Sbalzarini, lecture notes, 2009): 

• isotropic (anisotropic): D does not depend (depends) on the spatial direction 

• homogeneous (inhomogeneous): D does not depend (depends) on space and 

has (does not have) the same value at every position in space;  D is not (is) a 

function of r 

• normal (anomalous): D is (is not) constant over time and does not depend 

(depends) on t. 

 

In addition to diffusive motion of particles, on larger length scales, transport is usually 

due to flow (advection/convection), resulting in so called directed diffusion. In 

biology, the particles moving in time and space are often also reacting with each 

other, and that is where we approach the reaction-diffusion. 
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3.2 Short mathematical interpretation of diffusion 
Microscopically, diffusing particles undergo a random movement due to collisions 

with the solvent particles – they undergo Brownian motion. Mathematically, a 

stochastic process with a similar behaviour (a stochastic process with stationary 

independent increments) is a Wiener process. 

A Wiener process, Wt, is characterized by: 

• W0 = 0 

• Wt is continuous 

• Wt has independent increments with distribution Wt – Ws ≈ N(0, t-s), for 0 ≤ s 

≤ t. 

The time of hitting a single point x > 0 by the Wiener process is a random variable 

with the characteristic Lévy distribution. The left-continuous modification of a Lévy 

process is given by the family of these random variables, while its right-continuous 

modification is given by times of first exit from closed intervals [0, x]. 

 

The time evolution of the position of the Brownian particle itself can be 

approximately described by a Langevin equation, an equation which involves a 

random force field representing the effect of the termal fluctuations of the solvent on 

the particle.  

The displacement of a Brownian particle is obtained by solving the diffusion equation 

under the appropriate boundary conditions. The analytical solution of the diffusion 

equation is a Green's function on a macroscopic scale, having the next form for 

isotropic, homogeneous and normal diffusion: 

 

€ 

G(r,t) =
1

4πDt( )d 2
⋅ exp −r2

4Dt
 

 
 

 

 
 , 

 

where d is the dimensionality. 
 

3.3 Diffusion as a random walk  
To model diffusion, we can treat a physical phenomenon of Brownian motion as a 

mathematical formalisation of a trajectory that is built by taking successive random 

steps – a random walk. It can be shown that a Wiener process in d-dimensions is 
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nothing but a scaling limit of a random walk in the same number of dimensions. This 

means that if we take a random walk of a large number of particles with the time step 

tending to 0, we get an approximation to a Wiener process. The convergence of a 

random walk toward the Wiener process follows from the central limit theorem. 

For a particle in a known fixed position at t, the theorem tells us that after a large 

number of independent steps in the random walk, the walker's position will be 

distributed according to a Gaussian distribution. This exactly corresponds to a Green's 

function of the diffusion equation on a microscopic scale. A random walk consists of 

random steps sampled from a Gaussian distribution. Therefore, a probability that a 

particle, positioned at r0 at some time t and undergoing a random walk,  will be found 

at position r at later time t + δt is given by the Gaussian: 

 

€ 

P(r | r0,δt) =
1

4πDδt( )d 2
⋅ exp −r2

4Dδt
 

 
 

 

 
 . 

 

The basic quantity characterizing diffusive processes is a mean square displacement 

(MSD) as a function of time, representing the Gaussian variance: 

 

€ 

r2 = 2dDδt . 
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4  SIMULATION PROTOCOL 
 

In this work, diffusion inside of a real geometry of the ribosomal tunnel was modeled. 

Diffusive particles were introduced into the system at the initialisation site and were 

allowed to go out only through the defined exit site. The time spent inside of the 

tunnel before reaching the tunnel exit was measured (first exit time). An additional 

simpler system, a pencil tube, was generated to perform code debugging, validation 

and parameters testing. 

 

When simulating diffusion, there are few methods and approaches, both continuous 

and discrete ones. Since we wanted to model diffusion of small molecules, like 

macrolides, the method of random walk of non-interacting particles was choosen for 

several reasons: 

• It is easy and direct to implement 

• It allows a simple and realistic boundary conditions treatment 

• It can be extended to a reaction-diffusion, which was one of the starting ideas 

• It is a valid microscopic representation of a macroscopic phenomenon of 

diffusion, if the premises of it are well treated and if the potential of particles 

towards each other can be neglected (which should be true in our case). 

It is a need, however, to be carefull and aware of disadvantages of the method 

(Sbalzarini [8], lecture notes, 2009). Random walks being in essence a Markov Chain 

Monte Carlo (MCMC) method has a slow convergence rate (sqrt(N)). To achieve the 

accuracy of the solution, we need to assure a large number of particles (N -> ∞), small 

diffusion constant D and an infitensimally small step size (δt -> 0). Also, for D<<δt  

we obstruct the accuracy, since the motion is masked by the binning noise.  

Computationally, this method can become expensive in case of complicated bounded 

domain, as the ribosomal tunnel is. This we can improve significantly by using 

algorithmic 'tricks', such as cell lists. 

 

A generical protocol of simulations performed is the following: 

Step 1: Read in input files (geometry of the system, initialization and exit site, 

parameters) 

Step 2: Generate the surface of the system 
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Step 3: Initialize particles (at random positions within the initialization site) 

Step 4: Create the cell list 

Step 4: For each particle within the system: 

• Increase particle's time of walk for the time step. 

• Get random space vector of the step and determine the new position according 

to diffusion parameters. 

• If new position is outside domain, apply reflective boundary conditions. If 

new position is again outside domain, quit the simulation. 

• Advance particle to new position. 

• If particle reached the exit site, discard it from the system. Write its exit time 

into the output file. 

Step 5: Increase general time for the time step 

 

In the rest of this chapter, all algorithms used for the steps above will be presented 

and explained. 

Simulation code was written in C language, with one script made in Python and the 

data analysis and plotting made in MatLab. Source code will be given within an 

appendix. 

 

4.1  Handling the tunnel geometry (readIv.c, generate_gts_surface.c) 
As already discussed in chapter 2, the ribosomal tunnel's outer accessible surface can 

be obtained by the 'rolling ball' algorithm. Several of tunnel representations generated 

were taken into account. At the beginning of the work, we were given a tunnel 

geometry data in CCP4 (Collaborative Computational Project Version 4, .ccp4) 

format generated for balls of radii: 1.4, 1.8, 2.2, 2.6, 3.0, 3.4 Å. Tunnels visualised in 

Pymol were exported to VRML (Virtual Reality Modelling Language, .wrl) format, a 

standard text file format for representing interactive 3D vector graphics, as 

triangulated closed surfaces. The VRML file contains vertices and edges for a 3D 

polygon, and many additional details for visualisation, such as surface color, texture, 

transparency, transformations of the object (translation, rotation, resizeing). For a 

triangulated tunnel surface, data contained in VRML file are all the existing triangles 

and their vertices. Tunnels saved in this format were visualised using Blender. 
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TRIANGULATION 

Why is triangulation important and when is it valid? In mathematics, in topology, a 

theorem states that every surface in 2D and 3D can be composed of an infinite 

number of infinitesimal triangles. Triangulation is an approximation of the surface, 

where we take a finite number of triangles of finite size. The main purpose of 

triangulation is to obtain a realistic shape of your domain and at the same time reduce 

computational costs for boundary conditions (subsections 4.4, 4.6). 

For a triangulated surface, every triangle is described by the space positions of its 

vertices:  

€ 

Ti = {V1,V2,V3}, where 

€ 

Vi =

Vix

Viy

Viz

 

 

 
 
 

 

 

 
 
 
,∀i = {1,2,3} . 

The Triangulation T of the surface S is the set of triangles Ti needed to describe the 

surface and is topologically valid if and only if it satisfies: 

• T presents a closed and coherent surface in R3 

• There is no Ti that has any edge Ei  of length d(Ei)≤0 

• There is no Vj(Ti) inside of another triangle 

• Two neighboring triangles must have exactly two vertices Vj in common. 

 

Except these topological requirements, another syntactical requirement is added for 

the simulation, due to a reduction of computational costs- for every triangle Ti, its 

normal n through the centroid Cx,y,z, 

€ 

n =V1V2 ×V1V 3, has to point outside of the 

domain for every Ti. Then the triangles are called compatible and a surface orientable. 

 

TUNNEL AND PENCIL 

Based on results from Voss et al., and after tunnel visualisation, only two 

representations were taken into accout for simulations, those obtained for a rolling 

ball radium 3.0 and 3.4 Å. From now on, those two tunnel representations are named 

tunnel_3.0 and tunnel_3.4.  

The tunnel opened in Blender was positioned in a way that was not appropriate for 

our simulation. We wanted to control its position and choose its exact 'beginning' (left 

side) and 'ending' (right side) coordinates, in order to later on choose specifically 

initialization and exit sites. Translations and rotations were performed in Blender and 
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the final position was exported as a new VRML file. There were no resizeings 

performed, which would change the tunnel's real size. Both of the tunnel 

representations were centered in coordinate system, with their length (so begininng-

end direction) being set along the x-axis. Here are the best obtained superpositions of 

the two representations: 

 

 

 

 
Figure 5. Tunnel_3.0 and tunnel_3.4 superimposed in Blender (down, side, up view) 

 

Basicaly, the tunnel was rotated so that the y-axis would be perpendicular to its length 

(longest side). This was in order to keep the exit site condition later the simplest 

possible. Average tunnel edge lengths are: 80 units (Blender units) in x-dimension, 20 

units in y-dimension and 20 units in z-dimension. Here are the visualisations in 

Blender of tunnel_3.0 and tunnel_3.4, in order, with up, side and in space view: 
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Figure 6: Tunnel_3.0 in Blender (view from up; red – x-axis, green – y-axis, blue – z-axis) 

 

 

         
Figure 7. Tunnel_3.0 in Blender (in space, exit side, side view) 
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Figure 8. Tunnel_3.4 in Blender (view from up; red – x-axis, green – y-axis, blue – z-axis) 

 

We mentioned already that the ribosomal tunnel is quite complicated and a large 

geometry to handle, so it was neccesssary to generate a smaller and simpler 'tunnel' on 

which the debugging and validation would be performed. We chose a simple 3D 

pencil tube. The tube was built in Blender and set in a way to 'imitate' the tunnel 

position. Then all of its sides were triangulated, satisfying the triangulation 

requirements, and the data was exported to VRML. The tube has the following edge 

lengths: 10 units (0-10) in x-dimension, 2 units (0-2) in y-dimension and 2 units (0-2) 

in z-dimension (units are the Blender units). 

 

  
Figure 9. Pencil tube generated in Blender (before and after triangulation) 

 

PARSING THE FILE 

Now that the geometry of the working system (tunnel or pencil tube) was 

standardized to a triangulated surface written within a VRML file, it was needed to 

make the code that would read the input.wrl file and save all the triangles and their 
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vertices by coupling them in appropriate way. To explain the read-in, I show here the 

vertices and triangles representation directly taken from pencil's VRML file: 

 

Coordinate { 

       point [ 

10.0 2.0 0.0 

 10.0 0.0 0.0 

 0.0 0.0 0.0 

 0.0 2.0 0.0 

 10.0 2.0 2.0 

 10.0 0.0 2.0 

 0.0 0.0 2.0 

 0.0 2.0 2.0 

        ] 

      } 

      coordIndex [ 

4 0 7 -1,  

0 3 7 -1,  

2 6 7 -1,  

2 7 3 -1,  

1 5 2 -1,  

5 6 2 -1,  

0 4 1 -1,  

4 5 1 -1,  

4 7 5 -1,  

7 6 5 -1,  

0 1 3 -1,  

1 2 3 -1,   

      ] 

 

Each vertex is given by its x, y and z coordinates, and its row in the file represents its 

index (Table 1). Triangles were defined by the indices of the vertices. So, the first 

triangle listed is the one consisting of vertices on the indices positions 0, 3 and 7, and 

so on.    

 
Table 1. Vertices taken from VRML file indexed 

Vertex 

index 
Px Py Pz 

0 10.0 2.0 0.0 
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 1 10.0 0.0 0.0 

2 0.0 0.0 0.0 

3 0.0 2.0 0.0 

4 10.0 2.0 2.0 

5 10.0 0.0 2.0 

6 0.0 0.0 2.0 

7 0.0 2.0 2.0 

 

readIv.c contains the routine to read this kind of input and and save it to arrays of 

vertices/triangles. Vertices array is of Nv x 3 dimension and triangles array is of Nt x 

3. Vertices and triangles are coupled in a following way: for a triangle Ti, values 

saved on positions Ti1, Ti2, Ti3 are the indices j of the three corresponding vertices Vj. 

 

BUILDING UP THE SURFACE 

Once the geometric data is read, the surface itself needs to be built. We chose for this 

work to use a library for dealing with the triangulated surfaces, GTS (The GNU 

Triangulated Surface) library. With functions given there, it was easier to check for 

the topological requirements and to treat the boundary conditions. Most of the GTS 

data structures are accessed via pointers and are stored in singly and doubly linked 

lists. 

We stored the surface of our geometry by initializing an empty GTS surface and 

adding successivly the triangle faces of our geometry. There are four important GTS 

objects, and their parent objects, that were used throughout all the simulation. All of 

them are defined as C-structures. These are: 

 

• GTS vertex (pointer) – a structure containing x, y, z coordinates (value) of a 

vertex. Parent object: GTS point (pointer) 

• GTS edge (pointer) – a structure containing two of its GTS vertices (pointer). 

Parent object: GTS segment (pointer) 

• GTS triangle (pointer) – a structure containing three of its GTS vertices 

(pointer). No parent object 

• GTS face (pointer) – a structure containing its defining GTS triangle (pointer). 

No parent object 
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Different GTS functions are offered to reach both triangle's and face's edges and 

vertices. It is important to remember that a GTS surface can be made only knowing its 

GTS faces and is always treated and reached through faces exclusively. 

It is possible that when reading in vertices and triangles from a VRML file double or 

multiple GTS triangles (and GTS faces) for the same triangle are generated. That can 

happen in case that in our file in the list of vertices several vertices with the same 

position are stored. That would imply that the two common vertices of the two 

neighboring triangles are not given the same index for both of triangles but 

completely different ones. So, the vertex Vi1 of Ti would be exactly the same vertex as 

Vj1 of Tj, but in the VRML file they would be listed twice and they would care 

different indices. Since the faces built would not be unique, the surface wouldn't be 

made properly. In this case we use a GTS function that gets rid of the duplicates in a 

way to preserve the topology. 

Considering triangulation, it is necessary to check whether the generated surface 

adheres to the above mentiond requirements, so we check if it is closed and 

orientable. Fortunately, GTS functions exist to check this (gts_surface_is_closed, 

gts_surface_is_orientable) and save us lot of coding here. 

 

The algorithm to build the GTS surface is briefly explained and its code can be found 

in the generate_gts_surface.c routine: 

• Create an empty GTS surface s 

• Allocate memory for a list of GTS vertices (pointers) 

• For every vertex Vi from the vertices array make a new GTS vertex and 

prepend it to the list 

• For every triangle Ti from the triangles array  

- Generate corresponding three GTS edges 

- Prepend every edge to the edges list (memory already allocated 

elsewhere) 

- Generate a new GTS face out of three corresponding GTS edges 

- Add a new face to the already existing surface 

• Merge vertices and edges lists if needed 

• If the final surface obtained is not closed or is non-orientable, exit the 

simulation. 
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4.2  Input parameter file – GkeyFile (gkeyfile.c, militime.py, 

stepping.c) 
To be able to adjust the parameters of our simulation runs we added parameter-file 

handling to our code using glib's GkeyFile. The parameter-file is in plaintext and has 

to follow the format dicated by GkeyFile. The gkeyfile.c routine reads the parameter-

file and values found are atributed to corresponding variables in simulation code. 

Following parameters are needed for a simulation: 

• Initialization site – site inside of domain where the particles 'appear' for the 

first time and start their walk. It is defined by the upper and lower boundary of 

the site in 3D. 

• Exit site – site inside of domain where the particles are considered as they 

reached the tunnel end and they are discarded from the simulation. Since 

tunnel and tube both were positioned in order to have the x-axis aligned in 

paralel to their length axis, the site was defined as a plane in space 

perpendicular to x-axis, cutting the tunnel in some value named as the exit. 

• Diffusion parameters – diffusion constant D and time step δt need to be 

specified. 

• Particles number – total number of particles starting the walk. 

• Dimensionality – dimension in which the simulation takes place. Since all our 

runs were performed in 3D, it could be taken as a constant (dim=3). 

• Scaling factor – a coefficient chosen to rescale the edge lenght of cells 

generated for the cell list (later explained in detail). 

• Seed – a number which is taken as a seed for the random number generator 

(RNG) when sampling from Gaussian or uniform distribution (later explained 

in detail). 

All the inputs except the seed are chosen by the user. Seed has to be different and 

random for different runs, in order to not always generate the same distribution by the 

RNG. That is why it was obtained for every input file by a small Python script 

(militime.py) which is taking the current system time in miliseconds. 

Function to read the input can be found in gkeyfile.c routine and is called from 

stepping.c. 
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4.3  Particles initialization (stepping.c, unirand.c) 
The number of particles specified from the input has to be initialized within the 

initialization site given, at random positions. That was done by sampling in all three 

dimensions from a uniform distribution generated by a RNG within the boundaries of 

the site. The importance of the quality of the generator will be shortly discussed in a 

subsection 4.5. 

For particles initialization, a breef algorithm is given here and its source code can be 

found in stepping.c routine: 

• Allocate memory for RNG of a choosen type 

• Set up the generator to take the seed input as its seed 

• Allocate memory for particles as GTS points (Np obtained from the input) 

• Atribute position in space within the bounded initialization site to particles by 

sampling randomly from uniform distribution. 

 

4.4  Cell list (celllist.c, rscalc.c) 
When walking inside of the bounded domain as our tunnel or tube is, it is obvious that 

for every step taken of every particle it is needed to check if it is crossing the 

boundary or not. Once a particle is crossing the boundary, we need to determine the 

specific triangle Ti of all the triangles building the surface. To apply any kind of 

boundary conditions, it is also obvious that we need to know which triangle is the one 

that the particle has reached. Here is where the computational problem arises – we 

would need to check for every timestep of every particle if its next move is crossing 

any Ti, and total number of triangles may be very large. That is why a computational 

'trick' has to be applied. 

 

Let us imagine the following – our bounded domain is not anywhere in space, but 

inside of a finite box, called the bounding box. The bounding box has to always 

contain the whole domain. Now we imagine this box being split into a finite number 

of smaller boxes, called cells; we can imagine it as a 3D grid or a transparent 

Rubikon's cube. Our domain is now 'split' as well into those cells, and we can imagine 

that some of the triangles would be within a single cell and some would be spanning 

several of them, depending of the average cell-triangle size ratio. Now, let us imagine 

a particle walking inside of the domain. For every moment of time, the particle is 
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always in only one position, so in only one cell as well. The next step it takes can be a 

lot smaller than its cell is. We can see that in that case within the next step, if crossing 

the boundary at all, this particle can cross it only within this or neighboring cell. It 

suffices to check if the particle is crossing any of the triangles in those cells and the 

computational problem is solved. Even if the cells are small (smaller than the step 

length) and the particle reaches some another cell within the step it takes – we still 

have to check for the triangles of only those cells that were 'on its way', that were in 

between the current and wanted new position.  

 

To make a cell grid inside of the bounding box, we first need to determine the 

bounding box itself. It is reasonable to take the smallest box possible, since we will 

never be outside of the domain anyway. Therefore, the bounding box size is 

determined according to the smallest and the biggest coordinates of the domain it has 

to encapsulate. Secondly, we need to choose the appropriate edge length of the inner 

cells. This number depends on the domain we have. If the triangles of the surface are 

extremely small and we take significantly bigger cells, there will be again too many 

triangles inside of each cell; thus, we won't reduce computational costs. On the other 

hand, if the triangles defining the surface are big, as it is the case for our pencil tube, 

and we make too small cells, we can get the number of cells much larger than needed. 

That is why the average edge length of all the triangles of the surface is taken into 

account as a parameter. Using a scaling factor, we can easily generate cells with edge 

lenghts of average triangle edge length multiplied or divided by a scaling factor. 

 

The cell list is stored as an array of pointers pointing to linked lists of all the triangles 

belonging to a certain cell. The index of the array is the index of the cell in space, 

which can be calculated from cell indices known in x, y and z direction (i, j, k). 

Linked lists of triangles that were used are doubly linked lists, meaning that they are 

pointing to the previous and the next element both. 

 

How to determine whether a triangle is in a certain cell or not? More precisely, how to 

determine if a triangle is transecting a cell or not? It is not a trivial question as it might 

seem. First and straightforward thing we can say is that a triangle is for sure part of 

those cells in which any of its vertices Vi is contained. Also, we can say that if all 

three vertices are within the same cell, the whole triangle is within that cell. The more 
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complicated part is to find all the cells which are intersected by the triangle and don't 

contain any of its vertices. This was done by the following approach: if the triangle 

and the cell are intersected, they must have a common intersection plane. If we take a 

cell's centroid, then for the triangle intersecting that cell the centroid must be over 

their intersection plane and a normal through the centroid on triangle's plane must 

intersect the triangle with the intersection point inside of the cell (Sbalzarini [9], 

2002). 

 

We can sum up the algorithm as follows (source code can be found in cellist.c): 

• From all the vertices of surface s, find minimal and maximal coordinates in 

every dimension (minx, miny, minz, maxx, maxy, maxz) 

• Set up the bounding limits as bil = mini - 0.000001, biu = maxi + 0.000001, 

i={x,y,z}, and determine the domain's bounding box [bxl, bxu] x [byl, byu] x [bzl, 

bzu] 

• Determine wanted edge length rs for cells to be made as rs = rav*rsscaling, where 

rav is the triangles' average edge length, and rsscaling is a chosen scaling factor 

• Calculate the number of cells in each dimension as: Nx = (int) ((bxh - bxl)/rs) + 

1, Ny = (int) ((byh – byl)/rs) + 1, Nz = (int) ((bzh – bzl)/rs) + 1, and the total 

number of cells as N = Nx* Ny * Nz 

• Divide the bounding box into cells with final edge lengths: cellx = (bxh - 

bxl)/Nx, celly = (byh – byl)/Ny, cellz = (bzh – bzl)/Nz 

• For each triangle Ti of surface s: 

- For each vertex Vi determine the cell it is contained in: i = (int) 

floor ((Vx- bxl)/cellx), j = (int) floor ((Vy- byl)/celly), k = (int) floor 

((Vz- bzl)/cellz); cell index in space is ind = (i*Ny*Nz + j*Nz + k) 

- If triangle is not already in linked list of cells obtained, append 

them to list at the index ind of the array 

- Determine minimal and maximal cell indices for which the triangle 

can intersect the cell 

- For every cell in between minimal and maximal cell of that triangle 

solve: 
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abn
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for α, β, λ, where a = V2 –V1 and b = V3 – V1 are two edge vectors 

of the triangle, n is its outer normal vector and V1 is the position 

vector of vertex 1 of the triangle. ccell is defined as the position 

vector of cell's centroid: ccell =[bxl + cellx* (i + 0.5), byl + celly* (j 

+ 0.5), bzl + cellz* (k + 0.5)] 

- If α ≥ 0, β ≥ 0, α + β ≤ 1 and y = ccell + λn (intersection point) is 

inside of the cell volume, condition is satisfied. Append triangle to 

the triangles list of that cell. 

 

 

 
Figure xy: Interpretation of the requirement for cell and triangle intersection 

(Sbalzarini 2002)  

 

 

 

4.5  Propagation in space (randomwalk.c, stepping.c, unirand.c, 

gausrand.c) 
Walk in space of all the particles is propagated by choosing a random direction in 3D 

and choosing the step length from a Gaussian with variance  being root mean 

displacement characteristic for diffusion. 

Direction in space was for every step uniformly sampled on a unit semi-sphere. 

Direction was obtained by sampling the two angles, polar and asimuthal. Because of 
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the sphere's surface geometry, it is not correct to simply choose directions 

independently identically uniformly distributed. Instead, specific scaling has to be 

applied. Thus, we sample the angles as 

€ 

ϕ = 2π ⋅U(0,1)  and 

€ 

ϑ = arcsin(2 ⋅U(0,1) −1) + π 2, where U(0,1) is a random number uniformly 

distributed between 0 and 1. Coordinates then need to be transformed to Cartesian and 

stored as unit vector: 

€ 

s =

sinϑ cosϕ
sinϑ sinϕ
cosϑ

 

 

 
 
 

 

 

 
 
 

. 

Step length is chosen randomly from normal distribution (Gaussian) with 0 mean and 

variance 

€ 

σ 2 = 2dDδt , where d is dimensionality, D diffusion constant and δt time 

step. Now it is clear that direction was sampled from a semi-sphere and not the whole 

sphere because the step length can be positive and negative both. New position of the 

particle is obtained as a sum of momentary position and the step sampled. 

 

Brief algorithm proceeds as follows (source code can be found in randomwalk.c): 

For every particle  

• Choose a new random position sampled from the semi-unit sphere (centered at 

the current position) by sampling the two angles 

€ 

ϕ = 2π ⋅U(0,1)  and 

€ 

ϑ = arcsin(2 ⋅U(0,1) −1) + π 2 

from uniform distribution 

• Determine the random walk step as 

€ 

s = N(0,σ 2) ⋅
sinϑ cosϕ
sinϑ sinϕ
cosϑ

 

 

 
 
 

 

 

 
 
 

, 

where N(0,σ2) is a Gaussian from which the step length is sampled, with zero 

mean and σ2=2dDδt variance. 

• If new position newpos =  currpos + s is outside of domain, particle is 

reaching the boundary for this step and boundary conditions need to be applied 

(next subchapter) 

• Advance particle to the new position. 
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RANDOM NUMBER GENERATORS 

Choosing a random number generator when performing simulations is one of the 

important points, so I would not like to leave it undiscussed. 

A true random number generator (RNG) must be based on a random physical process, 

such as radioactive decay. Since we cannot do something like that in the computer, we 

use pseudorandom number generators (PRNG) instead. Given a specified seed as 

input, these algorithms generate a deterministic sequence that looks like a true random 

sequence for the purposes of the simulation. To be more precise, the pseudorandom 

sequence must not have correlations that would distort the simulation. Due to their 

recursive nature, they cannot avoid correlation completely, but they must be able to 

give enough random numbers which are not correlated. Thus, the general 

requirements for a good random number generator are that it must have a long period, 

it must be efficient (high speed and low memory usage), it must be repeatable and 

portable, and finally, the random numbers generated must be uniform and 

independent. Random number generation is itself an active research area and is 

impossible to be reviewed here (for deeper discussion, Knuth [10], 1997). 

Using a RNG for which there is no algorithm stated in detail or which has not been 

tested in literature is not acceptable. For this work, literature and expert colleagues 

have been consulted for recommendation. RNG chosen was MT19937, known as the 

‘Mersenne Twister’ generator, developed by M. Matsumoto and T. Nishimura. It is 

available within the GNU Scientific Library (GSL). 

Typically, RNG give us a uniform distribution on interval (0,1), which is transformed 

to another distributions if necessary. The most common one is Gaussian. One method 

that has been used in this purpose is to sum N uniform RNs on (0,1), and subtract N/2, 

often with N=12. By the central limit theorem, this is close to Gaussian. However, 

this method is slow, not exact, and has a systematic error in the tails because the 

largest step size possible is N/2. A much better approach is the Box-Muller 

transformation, which converts a pair of uniform RNs to a pair of Gaussian RNs. 

Mersenne Twister generator uses the latter. 

 

4.6  Reflective boundary conditions (randomwalk.c, pointinside.c) 
When performing simulations in bounded domains, important issue to be treated is the 

boundary behaviour (Helmuth [11], technical report, 2009). It is possible that 
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diffunding particles diffuse out through the boundary. It is also possible that particles 

are absorbed by the boundary (so called absorbing boundary conditions). Third case is 

that the particles find the boundary as the wall they hit into, and then they reflect 

back, as for example the gas motion inside of a bottle. This we call reflective 

boundary conditions and that is the approach that was used when simulating normal 

diffusion inside of our tunnel. Of course, combination of the two is possible, so in 

case we would add some absorbing parts to a reflecting boundary, we would obtain 

the combination of the two latter- sticky boundary.  

 

The tunnel geometry itself  is not trivial and has a lot of perturbations in space, but 

since the tunnel is composed of  a large number of small triangles, reflection is every 

time happening in relation to one triangle hitting, and we can treat every individual 

triangle as planar. So the problem of reflection becomes the problem of reflection of a 

light ray on the plane surface. For the test tube, it is the same. 

 

First, it is obvious that we need to detect the exact triangle for which the intersection 

of a certain particle exists. We do that as following: for each point Pi 'crossing' the 

boundary, we can build up a line passing through both the current position and new 

generated position. We do this by generating a new GTS segment with those two 

positions as vertices. If this segment has any intersection point with a triangle Tj, then 

the point is crossing the boundary through this exact triangle and has to be reflected 

on its plane. Reflection is easily made once we find the exact intersection point. Here 

the same algorithm can be used as for finding the intersection of triangles and cells, 

only that instead from the cell centroid we want to find a normal from the new 

position on the triangle's surface. The particle is then reflected at the surface along the 

normal vector, based on rules of geometry of reflection. The real new position is on 

the normal, two distances of the sampled position from the plane away in the opposite 

direction. 
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Figure 10:  Interpretation of the reflection 

 
Algorithm for treating the boundary conditions follows (source code can be found in 

randomwalk.c): 

If particle's new position is outside the boundary: 

• Determine current position's and new position's cells and their distance (in 

indices) 

• For every cell distanced from the current cell for that distance or less, if there 

is no already inersection found, do for every triangle: 

- Make a new GTS segment with current position and potential new 

position as vertices 

- If there is intersection between the segment and the triangle, find 

the intersection by solving the system of equations as in 4.4. 

- Set up the new position to newpos = newpos(sampled) – 2*λ 

- If the new position is again outside of the domain, exit the 

simulation 

- Mark the intersection as 'found' 

 

4.7  Simulation output 
The simulation ends once all the particles have walked out of the system. To walk out 

means precisely to cross the plane perpendicular to the x-axis for which the exit site 

has been defined. Once the particle crosses, it is discarded from the system and its exit 

time Ti is written into the simulation output file. When the simulation is over, the 

Particle's current 
position 

Triangle's plane 

Normal vector (n) 

Particle's sampled 
position  Particle's new 

position 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plain text output file with all the exit times is available for analysis. One should be 

carefull and check if there is the same number of outputs in the file as there are 

particles in the simulation, since there are some cases where an error can occur and  

simulation ends prematurely.
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5  CODE VALIDATION AND PARAMETERS TESTING 
 
Before running the simulations, the code has to be tested and validated, to be sure that 

it is really describing the process we wanted. Validation is most directly done by 

obtaining analytical result of the problem and by comparing it to the simulated 

numerical one. In our case, the problem tracked was the first time exit problem. It is a 

difficult mathematical problem to be solved analytically and we only found in 

literature the solution for a plane (2D) sphere. Therefore, we had to think of other 

ways of validating the code. It suffices to show that the process simulates Brownian 

motion, and that the boundary conditions are properly treated. Two different tests 

were performed: random walk in unbounded space and comparison of 1D and 3D 

random walk on bounded domain with proportional size (line and pencil tube).  

Code was modified to perform unbounded diffusion and boundary was removed. In 

total 1000 particles were initialized and 1000 steps performed. Distribution obtained 

was Gaussian and it was visualized using an online software. We also tracked mean 

square displacement against time, which should have a linear relation for normal 

diffusion. As expected, a linear plot was obtained indeed (Figure 11). 

 

 
Figure 11. Mean square displacement plotted against time for a non-bounded diffusion of Np=1000, 

Nstep=1000 (dt=0.1, D=0.2) 
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For comparison test, a separate 1D code was generated by O. Awile and simulation 

was performed on (0,10) interval, with 1 as initialization and 9 as exit value. In 3D, 

we used the same diffusion parameters as for 1D and a test tube with dimensions 2 x 2 

x 10. Initialization and exit sites were again on x-axis 1 and 9 values. This 1D and 3D 

random walk can be compared since the total distance in steps traveled for a random 

walk from the particle's start is approximately sqrt(N), where N is the total number of 

steps performed. Since for 3D we basically monitor the displacement along the x-axis 

which has the same conditions as 1D walk, and we sample the steps uniformly on a 

hemi-sphere in space, we expect to obtain the same mean exit time convergence for 

these two walks. Indeed, 1D diffusion and analog 3D diffusion in the pencil tube for 

100000 particles initialized showed similar mean exit time values (M(t)1D= 205.14, 

SEM1D= 0.54; M(t)3D= 208.67, SEM3D= 0.54). 

 

Since no straightforward and direct validation was possible, this was more than 

satisfying. The final criteria to accept the code or not can be obtained in a way also 

later from the results, since some statistical rules have to be obeyed, such as central 

limit theorem for distribution of the mean. Convergence test performed for the pencil 

tube, which shows to satisfy convergence expectation, can be found in the results 

chapter. 

 

Before running the simulations, we also needed to find acceptable parameters for our 

pencil tube and real tunnel system both. It is important to do the testing simulations to 

find the best parameters, for which the average number of steps walked is large 

enough to obtain valid results, but still not too large to make the computational costs 

too high. For parameter testing, the code has been modified to calculate and print out 

the average number of steps performed in every simulation.  

 

5.1 Parameters testing for the pencil tube 
To test diffusion parameters for diffusion in a generated tube, ten runs were 

performed. All the inputs were the same, except diffusion constant and time step. 

Common inputs given as a GkeyFile are given in a table: 
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Table 1. Common inputs for parameters' testing runs, system- pencil tube (10 x 2 x 2) 

IL IU JL JU KL KU BOARDER np DIM RSSCALING SEED 

1.0 1.0 0.0 2.0 0.0 2.0 9.0 100 3 0.1 default 
IL/IU- initialization site's lower and upper limit in x-dimension, JL/JU- lower and upper limit in y-

dimension, KL/KU- lower and upper limit in z-dimension, np- number of particles initialized, DIM- 

dimension of simulation, RSSCALING- scaling factor for the cell list, SEED- seed number for RNG 

 

For every run, a different combination of diffusion parameters was taken. They are 

listed here, together with the average number of steps performed: 

 
Table 2: Diffusion parameters and average number of steps (per particle) for parameters' testing 

runs, system- pencil tube (10 x 2 x 2) 

Test run DT (time step) 
d (diffusion 

constant) 
Nstepav 

1 0.1 0.2 2135 

2 0.1 0.1 3606 

3 0.01 0.1 36823 

4 0.01 0.01 
aborted (too 

long) 

5 0.01 0.001 aborted 

6 0.01 0.0001 aborted 

7 0.1 0.3 1525 

8 0.2 0.3 887 

9 0.2 0.4 
failed (too 

large step size) 

10 0.3 0.4 failed 

 

For runs 4, 5 and 6, we stopped the simulation on purpose before it was finished 

because the time lapsed was already too long and unacceptable for this kind of run. 

For runs 9 and 10, simulation stopped itself, reporting that a particle was again out of 

domain after reflecting at the boundary, which means that the steps taken were too 

large and that we should not continue with parameters used. Parameters from the first 

testing run were chosen as convenient, when comparing to the other runs. 
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5.2 Parameters testing for the tunnel 
To test the parameters for runs inside of the tunnel, more sensitive and detailed testing 

was performed. We took twenty different parameters combinations, and did the 

similar analysis as for the simple tube. 

Common inputs as well as different parameters' combinations for different runs with 

the calculated average numbers of steps and approximate time lapse of the simulation 

are given in the following tables: 

 
Table 3. Common inputs for parameters' testing runs, system- ribosomal tunnel_3.4 (≈80 x 20 x 

20) 

IL IU JL JU KL KU BOARDER np DIM RSSCALING SEED 

-

21.0 

-

20.0 

-

0.5 
0.5 

-

0.5 
0.5 35.0 100 3 3 default 

IL/IU- initialization site's lower and upper limit in x-dimension, JL/JU- lower and upper limit in y-

dimension, KL/KU- lower and upper limit in z-dimension, np- number of particles initialized, DIM- 

dimension of simulation, RSSCALING- scaling factor for the cell list, SEED- seed number for RNG 

 

 
Table 4: Diffusion parameters and average number of steps (per particle) for parameters' testing 

runs, system- ribosomal tunnel_3.4 (≈80 x 20 x 20) 

Test run DT (time step) 
d (diffusion 

constant) 
Nstepav 

Time / min 

1 0.1 0.2 184952 5 

2 0.1 0.1 337975 9 

3 0.01 0.1 
aborted (too 

long) 

aborted after it 

passed 20 

4 0.1 0.3 121966 3 

5 0.2 0.3 54548 2 

6 0.2 0.4 45246 1 

7 0.3 0.3 41662 1 

8 0.3 0.4 28976 3/4 

9 0.4 0.4 22818 1/2 

10 0.4 0.5 16209 1/2 
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11 0.5 0.5 15076 1/2 

12 0.6 0.6 11591 1/3 

13 0.7 0.7 7506 1/3 

14 0.8 0.8 6037 1/4 

15 0.9 0.9 4282 13/60 

16 1.0 1.0 3784 11/60 

17 1.5 1.5 1643 11/60 

18 2.0 2.0 1332 11/60 

19 3.0 3.0 711 11/60 

20 4.0 4.0 383 11/60 

 

For tests inside of the tunnel, only parameter set 3 yielded extremely large simulation 

time, and the run was stopped for that reason. We chose runs 5, 6, 7, 8 and 9 to give 

acceptable step number and time lapse results, so additional testing was performed for 

those five conditions, but with bigger number of particles (N=1000). The results were 

as following: 

 

 
Table 5: Diffusion parameters and average number of steps (per particle) for second parameters' 

testing runs, system- ribosomal tunnel_3.4 (≈80 x 20 x 20), Np=1000 

Test run DT (time step) 
d (diffusion 

constant) 
Nstepav 

Time / min 

1 0.2 0.3 64438 23 

2 0.2 0.4 48751 17 

3 0.3 0.3 42708 15 

4 0.3 0.4 31912 12 

5 0.4 0.4 24105 9 

 

Parameters from run 3 were now chosen as optimal and used for the final runs for 

both of the tunnel representations, tunnel_3.0 and tunnel_3.4. 
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6  SIMULATIONS AND RESULTS 

 
6.1 Simulations in pencil tube 

Firstly, simulations to check for the convergence of the mean exit time were 

performed, using the parameters chosen based on testings. We did 500 runs, for each 

increasing the number of particles for 1000 (1000 - 500000 particles). This did not 

appear to be a good idea, since the bigger the number of initialized particles is, the 

bigger is the chance that some of the particles will be outside of domain again after 

reflecting at the boundary. This is also partially due to the geometric simplicity of the 

tube, since all the planes are perpendicular to each other and when reflecting a 

particle, it often happened during the simulations that the particle would fall exactly 

on the walls of the tube. GTS function used to determine if the point is inside of the 

domain does not treat the domain boundary itself as 'inside', which was leading to 

more error cases than expected. However, we assumed to not to have this problem for 

the tunnel, and we didn't have, since its geometry is far more complicated. 

For this convergence test, all successfull simulations were collected with up to 

200000 particles. Except the distribution of exit times, we calculated the mean for 

every run and plotted it against the number of particles, together with its standard 

error (SEM). As a consequence of the central limit theorem, it was expected to 

observe lower SEM values for bigger sample, which is true. Also, the convergence of 

mean towards a stable value was expected for mean when increasing the sample, 

which is also true. 

 

 
Figure 12. Distribution histogram of exit times for diffusion of Np=200000 inside of the pencil tube 

(dt=0.1, D=0.2) 
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Figure 13. Graph of logSEM against logNp shows a linear decay dependency (dt=0.1, D=0.2) 

 
For each of the systems (pencil tube, tunnel_3.0, tunnel_3.4), we performed two 

experiments: one with the parameters chosen and another with the half of the time 

step from the first one. The convergence of the solution should be to the same  value 

for both of the experiments.  

We performed 1000 runs with 1000 particles each for each of  experiments, obtaining 

1000000 particles altogether (1000000 exit times). Particles were initialized on a 

plane (perpendicular to x-axis) close to the beginning of the tube and the exit was 

defined as a plane perpendicular to x-axis near the end of the pencil. Input file 

(GKeyFile) was the following for all the runs, except that the new seed was generated 

for every run, and that the second experiment had half time step (dt=0.05): 

 
# key-value file with parameters to read 
 

[values] 

 

IL=1.0 

IU=1.0 

JL=0.0 

JU=2.0 

KL=0.0 

KU=2.0 

DT=0.1 

d=0.2 

BOARDER=9.0      

np=1000 

DIM=3 

RSSCALING=0.1 
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SEED= 
 
By random sampling of 1000, 2000, 3000, ..., up to 1000000 particles from the whole 

distribution generated for the experiment, we could perform convergence test, by 

following the change of the mean value of the distribution, as well as of its standard 

error. Figure 14 shows the convergence of the mean exit time for both of experiments 

towards the value M(t) = 208. Still, small difference is observed when looking at 

precise scale, which tends to be constant further on with increasing the samples. 

Slopes of convergence plots are not overlapping as they should for infinity, but are 

going closely paralel. We could not interpret this fenomenon easily.  
 

 

Figure 14. Comparative convergence of the mean exit time for two experiments in pencil tube (dt (1) 

=0.1, dt (2) =0.05, D=0.2) (solution converges to M(t)=208) 
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6.2 Simulations in ribosomal tunnel 
As stated before, parameters chosen for simulations in the tunnel were dt=0.3, D=0.3. 

Again two experiments were performed, for each tunnel representation, where in the 

second the time step is halfed (dt=0.15). Particles were initialized  in a 1 x 1 x 1 cube 

centered at the x-axis, at the position somewhat after the active site but before the 

constriction site regarding the tunnel length. Exit was again defined as a plane 

perpendicular to the x-axis close to the end of the tunnel, where its geometry becomes 

simple. To determine the appropriate scaling factor for cells in the cell list, mean edge 

length of all the triangles of triangulated surface was calculated (distributions of edges 

can be found within the appendix). The following input was given for all the runs, 

with the new seed generated for each run and dt being changed for the second 

experiment: 

 

# key-value file with parameters to read 

 

[values] 

 

IL=-21 

IU=-20 

JL=-0.5 

JU=0.5 

KL=-0.5 

KU=0.5 

DT=0.3 

d=0.3 

BOARDER=38.0 

np=1000 

DIM=3 

RSSCALING=3 

 

For each experiment 100 runs were performed with 1000 particles each, so altogether 

100000 exit times were generated. As for the pencil, samples of 1000, 2000, ..., 

100000 were randomly assembled and the man value of the solution was calculated 

together with SEM. Figures below show the results for experiment 1 in tunnel_3.4. 

Figure 15 shows the distribution of the mean exit times depending on the size of the 

sample for simulation, while figure 16 shows convergence of the solution and SEM 

decrease corresponding to central limit theorem.  
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Figure 15. Experiment 1: Distribution histogram of exit times for diffusion of Np=100000 inside of the 

tunnel_3.4 (dt=0.3, D=0.3) 

 

 

Figure 16.  Tunnel_3.4, experiment 1: Log-log scale graphs of M(t) and of SEM decay. Graph 1: 

LogM(t) with SEM bars against logNp (time scale: 12000-17000). Graph 2: LogSE against logNp 

shows linear decrease; blue line- results, red line- linear fit (y = -0.5x + 9.4) 

 

Analog results for experiment 2, where half the time step was used, are below. 
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Figure 17.  Tunnel_3.4, experiment 2: Log-log scale graphs of M(t) and of SEM decrease. Graph 1: 

LogM(t) with SEM bars against logNp (time scale: 12000-17000). Graph 2: LogSE against logNp 

shows linear decrease; blue line- results, red line- linear fit (y = -0.51x + 9.5) 

 

Comparative plottings were also done, where the distributions of mean times can be 

compared, and cubic spline interpolation was calculated in MatLab (Figure 18). 

Convergence and SEM decrease were also compared, and even if consistent 

convergence is obvious, it is strange that after means started converging towards 

M(t)=14000 value, for bigger samples they continued having paralel behaviour with 

small divergence, similar as was observed for experiments in pencil (Figure 19). 

However, SEM decrease for samples increase shows identical linear log-log 

behaviour (Figure 20). 
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Figure 18. Experiments 1 and 2: Comparative distribution histograms of exit times for diffusion of 

Np=100000 inside of tunnel_3.4 (dt (1)= 0.3, dt (2)= 0.15, D= 0.3). Graph 1: Bin representation. Graph 

2: Cubic spline interpolation 
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Figure 19. Comparative convergence of the mean exit time for two experiments in tunnel_3.4 (dt (1) 

=0.3, dt (2) =0.15, D=0.3)  

 

 

 
Figure 20. Experiments 1 and 2: Comparative log-log scale of SEM decrease against Np shows 

superimposed linear behaviour 

 

 

For tunnel_3.0, we expected somewhat longer exit times, even if the length of the 

tunnel is not significantly bigger, because the total volume and especially geometrical 

complexity are. Results of two experiments, 100 runs each, are below. Solutions are 

in both cases converging to M(t)=17000 from different sides, again a small difference 

between the convergence values remains. Mean exit time has increased, as expected, 

due to a bit larger length of the tunnel representation and a more complex geometry. 
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Figure 21. Experiment 1: Distribution histogram of exit times for diffusion of Np=100000 inside of the 

tunnel_3.0 (dt=0.3, D=0.3) 

 

 

 
Figure 22.  Tunnel_3.0, experiment 1: Log-log scale graphs of M(t) and of SEM decay. Graph 1: 

LogM(t) with SEM bars against logNp (time scale: 15000-19000). Graph 2: LogSE against logNp 

shows linear decrease; blue line- results, red line- linear fit (y = -0.5x + 9.7) 
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Figure 23.  Tunnel_3.0, experiment 2: Log-log scale graphs of M(t) and of SEM decay. Graph 1: 

LogM(t) with SEM bars against logNp (time scale: 15000-19000). Graph 2: LogSE against logNp 

shows linear decrease; blue line- results, red line- linear fit (y = -0.5x + 9.6) 
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7  CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE 
 

In this semester work, diffusion process as a Brownian motion in ribosomal tunnel 

was simulated. Complex 3D tunnel geometry was handled and reflective boundary 

conditions were applied. Distribution of particles' first exit times was monitored and 

analysed.  

Despite the problem of obtaining the analytical solution for a first exit time in 3D, the 

code written was successfully validated and tested by means of showing valid 

diffusion properties. Comparison of 1D and 3D diffusion points to the same mean exit 

time value for already 1000 particles taken, and is expected to be even more precise 

for a larger number of particles. Also, convergence test performed in a simple pencil 

tube showed behaviour according to the central limit theorem. However, both for 

pencil and later for tunnel representations, runs with different timestep, even if 

converging to the similar value, show a small and constant discrepancy which seems 

to continue to infinity. We could not interpret this fenomenon, since the code itself 

was accepted as validated. 

Comparing pencil's and tunnel's size/length ratio, we would expect smaller mean exit 

time ratio than observed (208 to 14000). This can potentially be explained by the 

complexity of tunnel geometry, which seems to influence the exit times significantly. 

Also, for a small length and size difference between tunnel_3.0 and tunnel_3.4, 

increase of mean exit time from 14000 to 17000 was observed. 

To obtain any biologically relevant informations, simulation should be upgraded in 

few possible ways. Plans for the future work contain two major improvements: 

introduction of binding affinity of 'molecules' to specific positions on the tunnel wall 

(for example, for macrolide antibiotics, those obtained experimentaly as binding sites) 

and introduction of space particles instead of point particles (for macrolide antibiotics, 

spheres or elipsoids of sizes comparable to real molecules). For the first one, only 

small modifications of code are needed, since we plan to keep the point particles and 

simply introduce a 'sticky' place where they would bind (and later dissociate) with 

some probability defined by binding constant kB. Then by following the mean exit 

time change depending on the 'strength' of binding (binding constant) given, we could 

tell more about the geometrical influence of the tunnel and about its relation to 

binding influence.  
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10  APPENDIX 

SOURCE CODE 

 
The source code consists of separate subroutines, each of them having their header 

file with all the functions initialized there. The program, named riborw, is built based 

on dependencies of subroutines contained in a makefile, where we define which 

header files contribute to a specific object type. 

 

makefile 
CC = gcc 

OPT = -O3 -m32 

CFLAGS = $(OPT) -c -I/sw/include $(shell /sw/bin/pkg-config --cflags glib-2.0) 

LDFLAGS = $(OPT) -L/sw/lib $(shell /sw/bin/pkg-config --libs glib-2.0) -lgts -lgsl 

 

OBJECTS = celllist.o gausrand.o generate_gts_surface.o gkeyfile.o main.o \ 

    main.o pointinside.o randomwalk.o readIv.o rscalc.o \ 

    stepping.o unirand.o 

 

all: riborw 

 

riborw: $(OBJECTS) 

 $(CC) $(LDFLAGS) -o riborw $^ 

 

.c.o: types.h 

 $(CC) $(CFLAGS) $< -o $@ 

 

# example rule that you need to add when you start using 

# header files - if a certain source has some dependency on a header file 

# just add a line like this: 

# 

# randomwalk.o: unirand.h 

 

main.o: readIv.h 

main.o: generate_gts_surface.h 

main.o: celllist.h 

main.o: stepping.h 

randomwalk.o: unirand.h 

randomwalk.o: gausrand.h 

randomwalk.o: pointinside.h 

stepping.o: gkeyfile.h 

stepping.o: unirand.h 

stepping.o: randomwalk.h 

cellist.o: rscalc.h 

 

clean: 

 rm *.o riborw 
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In this appendix, all the subroutines will be given, listed by alphabetical order, with 

their header files before. Input and output files are explained in detail within chapter 

4, so here won't be discussed anymore. All the variables needed in several routines are 

defined within a header file types.h. 

 

celllist.h 
/* 
 *  celllist.h 
 *   
 * 
 *  Created by Inja Radman on 11/25/09. 
 *  Copyright 2009 __MyCompanyName__. All rights reserved. 
 * 
 */ 
 
 
#ifndef CELLLIST_H 
#define CELLLIST_H 
 
int indeks (int i, int j, int k); 
gint minmaxbox (GtsFace *f); 
void listtonull (); 
gint list (GtsFace* f); 
void makecelllist (); 
 
 
#endif 

 

celllist.c 
/* 
 *  celllist.c 
 *   
 * 
 *  Created by Inja Radman on 10/23/09. 
 *  Copyright 2009 __MyCompanyName__. All rights reserved. 
 * 
 */ 
 
 
#include <stdio.h> 
#include <stdlib.h> 
#include <gts.h> 
#include <glib.h> 
#include <math.h> 
#include "types.h" 
#include "rscalc.h" 
 
int indeks (int i, int j, int k) 
{ int ind; 
 ind = (i*Ny*Nz + j*Nz + k); 
 return ind; 
} 
 
gint minmaxbox (GtsFace *f) 
{ GtsTriangle *tr; 
 GtsVertex *v1, *v2, *v3; 
  
 tr = &((*f).triangle); 
 gts_triangle_vertices (tr, &v1, &v2, &v3); 
  
 if ((*v1).p.x < minx) 
  minx = (*v1).p.x; 
 if ((*v2).p.x < minx) 
  minx = (*v2).p.x; 
 if ((*v3).p.x < minx) 
  minx = (*v3).p.x; 
  
 if ((*v1).p.x > maxx) 
  maxx = (*v1).p.x; 
 if ((*v2).p.x > maxx) 
  maxx = (*v2).p.x; 
 if ((*v3).p.x > maxx) 
  maxx = (*v3).p.x; 
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 if ((*v1).p.y < miny) 
  miny = (*v1).p.y; 
 if ((*v2).p.y < miny) 
  miny = (*v2).p.y; 
 if ((*v3).p.y < miny) 
  miny = (*v3).p.y; 
  
 if ((*v1).p.y > maxy) 
  maxy = (*v1).p.y; 
 if ((*v2).p.y > maxy) 
  maxy = (*v2).p.y; 
 if ((*v3).p.y > maxy) 
  maxy = (*v3).p.y; 
  
  
  
 if ((*v1).p.z < minz) 
  minz = (*v1).p.z; 
 if ((*v2).p.z < minz) 
  minz = (*v2).p.z; 
 if ((*v3).p.z < minz) 
  minz = (*v3).p.z; 
  
 if ((*v1).p.z > maxz) 
  maxz = (*v1).p.z; 
 if ((*v2).p.z > minz) 
  maxz = (*v2).p.z; 
 if ((*v3).p.z > minz) 
  maxz = (*v3).p.z; 
  
 return 0; 
  
   
} 
 
 
void listtonull () 
{ int i, j, k; 
 for (i = 0; i < Nx; i++) 
  for (j = 0; j < Ny; j++) 
   for (k = 0; k < Nz; k++) 
    cellist [(int) indeks (i, j, k)] = NULL; 
} 
 
gint list (GtsFace* f) 
{ GtsTriangle *tr; 
 GtsVertex *v1, *v2, *v3; 
 int i, j, k, l, bminx, bminy, bminz, bmaxx, bmaxy, bmaxz; 
 double c[3], n[3], y[3], norm, a[3], b[3], intersect, det, inv, mat[3][3], inter[3], alpha, beta, lambda; 
  
 tr = &((*f).triangle); 
 gts_triangle_vertices (tr, &v1, &v2, &v3); 
  
  
 i = (int) floor (((*v1).p.x - bxl)/cellx); 
 j = (int) floor (((*v1).p.y - byl)/celly); 
 k = (int) floor (((*v1).p.z - bzl)/cellz); 
 bminx = i; 
 bminy = j; 
 bminz = k; 
 bmaxx = i; 
 bmaxy = j; 
 bmaxz = k; 
 if (g_list_find (cellist [(int) indeks (i, j, k)], tr) == NULL) 
  { 
  cellist [(int) indeks (i, j, k)] = g_list_append (cellist [(int) indeks (i, j, k)], (gpointer)tr); 
  } 
  
 i = (int) floor (((*v2).p.x - bxl)/cellx); 
 j = (int) floor (((*v2).p.y - byl)/celly); 
 k = (int) floor (((*v2).p.z - bzl)/cellz); 
 if (i < bminx) 
  bminx = i; 
 if (j < bminy) 
  bminy = j; 
 if (k < bminz) 
  bminz = k; 
 if (i > bmaxx) 
  bmaxx = i; 
 if (j > bmaxy) 
  bmaxy = j; 
 if (k > bmaxz) 
  bmaxz = k; 
  if (g_list_find (cellist [(int) indeks (i, j, k)], tr) == NULL) 
   { 
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   cellist [(int) indeks (i, j, k)] = g_list_append (cellist [(int) indeks (i, j, k)], 
(gpointer)tr); 
   } 
  
 i = (int) floor (((*v3).p.x - bxl)/cellx); 
 j = (int) floor (((*v3).p.y - byl)/celly); 
 k = (int) floor (((*v3).p.z - bzl)/cellz); 
 if (i < bminx) 
  bminx = i; 
 if (j < bminy) 
  bminy = j; 
 if (k < bminz) 
  bminz = k; 
 if (i > bmaxx) 
  bmaxx = i; 
 if (j > bmaxy) 
  bmaxy = j; 
 if (k > bmaxz) 
  bmaxz = k; 
  if (g_list_find (cellist [(int) indeks (i, j, k)], tr) == NULL) 
   { 
   cellist [(int) indeks (i, j, k)] = g_list_append (cellist [(int) indeks (i, j, k)], 
(gpointer)tr); 
   } 
  
            
            
          
 for (i = bminx; i < (bmaxx + 1); i++) 
  for (j = bminy; j < (bmaxy + 1); j++) 
   for (k = bminz; k < (bmaxz + 1); k++) 
    if (g_list_find (cellist [(int) indeks (i, j, k)], tr) == NULL) 
     
    { c[0] = (bxl + cellx* (i + 0.5)); 
     c[1] = (byl + celly* (j + 0.5)); 
     c[2] = (bzl + cellz* (k + 0.5));  
      
     a[0] = ((*v2).p.x - (*v1).p.x); 
     a[1] = ((*v2).p.y - (*v1).p.y); 
     a[2] = ((*v2).p.z - (*v1).p.z); 
      
     b[0] = ((*v3).p.x - (*v1).p.x); 
     b[1] = ((*v3).p.y - (*v1).p.y); 
     b[2] = ((*v3).p.z - (*v1).p.z); 
      
     n[0] = a[1]*b[2] - a[2]*b[1]; 
     n[1] = a[2]*b[0] - a[0]*b[2]; 
     n[2] = a[0]*b[1] - a[1]*b[0]; 
      
     norm = sqrt (pow(n[0],2) + pow(n[1],2) + pow(n[2],2)); 
     for (l = 0; l<3; l++) 
      { n[l] = n[l]/norm; 
      } 
      
          
     det = (-a[2]*b[1]*n[0] + a[1]*b[2]*n[0] + a[2]*b[0]*n[1] - a[0]*b[2]*n[1] - 
a[1]*b[0]*n[2] + a[0]*b[1]*n[2]); 
     if (fabs(det) > TOL) 
      { inv = 1/det; 
       mat[0][0] = (b[1]*n[2] - b[2]*n[1])*inv; 
       mat[0][1] = (b[2]*n[0] - b[0]*n[2])*inv; 
       mat[0][2] = (b[0]*n[1] - b[1]*n[0])*inv; 
       mat[1][0] = (a[2]*n[1] - a[1]*n[2])*inv; 
       mat[1][1] = (a[0]*n[2] - a[2]*n[0])*inv; 
       mat[1][2] = (a[1]*n[0] - a[0]*n[1])*inv; 
       mat[2][0] = (a[1]*b[2] - a[2]*b[1])*inv; 
       mat[2][1] = (a[2]*b[0] - a[0]*b[2])*inv; 
       mat[2][2] = (a[0]*b[1] - a[1]*b[0])*inv; 
        
       //find alpha, beta, lambda.... intersecting point 
        
       inter[0] = (c[0] - (*v1).p.x); 
       inter[1] = (c[1] - (*v1).p.y); 
       inter[2] = (c[2] - (*v1).p.z); 
            
       alpha = (mat[0][0]*inter[0] + mat[0][1]*inter[1] + 
mat[0][2]*inter[2]); 
       beta = (mat[1][0]*inter[0] + mat[1][1]*inter[1] + 
mat[1][2]*inter[2]); 
       lambda = (mat[2][0]*inter[0] + mat[2][1]*inter[1] + 
mat[2][2]*inter[2]); 
        
             
        
       if ((alpha >= -TOL) && (beta >= -TOL) && ((alpha+beta) 
<= 1)) 
       {     
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   for (l=0; l<3; l++) 
       { y[l] = (c[l] + lambda*n[l]   
       } 
 
   if ((y[0] >= (bxl + cellx*i)) && (y[0] <= (bxl + cellx*(i+1))) && (y[1] >= (byl + celly*j)) && 
(y[1] <= (byl + celly*(j+1))) && (y[2] >= (bzl + cellz*k)) && (y[2] <= (bzl + cellz*(k+1)))) 
       { 
       cellist [(int) indeks (i, j, k)] = g_list_append 
(cellist [(int) indeks (i, j, k)], (gpointer)tr); 
       } 
          
       } 
        
      } 
      
     
    } 
            
             
} 
 
void makecelllist () 
{  int i, j, k; 
   
 minx = 10000; minx = 10000; minz = 10000; 
 maxx = -10000; maxy = -10000; maxz = -10000; 
  
 gts_surface_foreach_face (s, (GtsFunc)&minmaxbox, NULL); 
   
 //bounding box of my surface 
 bxl = (minx - 0.000001); 
 byl = (miny - 0.000001); 
 bzl = (minz - 0.000001); 
  
 bxh = (maxx + 0.000001) ; 
 byh = (maxy + 0.000001); 
 bzh = (maxz + 0.000001); 
            
           
  
     rscalc(); 
  
  
 Nx = (int) ((bxh - bxl)/rs) + 1; 
 Ny = (int) ((byh - byl)/rs) + 1; 
 Nz = (int) ((bzh - bzl)/rs) + 1; 
  
  
 cellx = (bxh - bxl)/Nx; 
 celly = (byh - byl)/Ny; 
 cellz = (bzh - bzl)/Nz; 
  
   
 N = Nx*Ny*Nz; 
  
 cellist = (GList**) malloc (N*sizeof(GList*)); 
  
 listtonull (); 
  
 gts_surface_foreach_face (s, (GtsFunc)&list, NULL); 
  
} 
  
  

  
gausrand.h 
 
/* 
 *  gausrand.h 
 *   
 * 
 *  Created by Inja Radman on 11/19/09. 
 *  Copyright 2009 __MyCompanyName__. All rights reserved. 
 * 
 */ 
 
 
#ifndef GAUSRAND_H 
#define GAUSRAND_H 
 
double gausrand (); 
 
#endif 
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gausrand.c 
 
/* 
 *  gausrand.c 
 *   
 * 
 *  Created by Inja Radman on 11/16/09. 
 *  Copyright 2009 __MyCompanyName__. All rights reserved. 
 * 
 */ 
 
#include <math.h> 
#include <gsl/gsl_rng.h> 
#include <gsl/gsl_randist.h> 
#include "types.h" 
 
inline double gausrand () 
 
{ 
 return gsl_ran_gaussian (nasumican, std); 
} 

 
 
 
generate_gts_surface.h 
 
/* 
 *  generate_gts_surface.h 
 *   
 * 
 *  Created by Inja Radman on 11/25/09. 
 *  Copyright 2009 __MyCompanyName__. All rights reserved. 
 * 
 */ 
 
#ifndef GENERATE_GTS_SURFACE_H 
#define GENERATE_GTS_SURFACE_H 
 
void generate_gts_surface (); 
 
#endif 

 
 
generate_gts_surface.c  
  
/* 
 *  generate_gts_surface.c 
 *   
 * 
 *  Created by Inja Radman on 10/6/09. 
 *  Copyright 2009 __ETH Zurich__. All rights reserved. 
 * 
 */ 
 
 
 
#include <stdio.h> 
#include <stdlib.h> 
#include <gts.h> 
#include <glib.h> 
#include <math.h> 
#include "types.h" 
 
 
void generate_gts_surface () 
 
{ // initialization 
 
    GtsVertex** gtsvertices; 
 GtsVertex* v; 
 GtsEdge *e1, *e2, *e3; 
 GtsFace* f; 
 GList* vtx = NULL;  
 GList* edg = NULL; 
 int i, t = 0; 
  
    gtsvertices = (GtsVertex**) malloc (nv*sizeof(GtsVertex*));  
  
 s = gts_surface_new (gts_surface_class(), gts_face_class(), gts_edge_class(), gts_vertex_class()); 
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 // making gts vertices and putting them into a doubly-linked list 
 for (i=0; i<nv; i++) 
 { 
  v =  gts_vertex_new (gts_vertex_class(), vertices [i][0], vertices [i][1], vertices [i][2]); 
     gtsvertices[i] = v;  
         vtx = g_list_prepend (vtx,(gpointer)v); 
 
 } 
 
 // making gts edges and putting them into a singly-linked list, making gts faces and saving them as an 
array, driving triangles and surface from them 
 for (i=0; i<nt; i++) 
 {  
   e1 = (GtsEdge*)gts_edge_new (gts_edge_class(), gtsvertices[triangles[i][0]], 
gtsvertices[triangles[i][1]]); 
   edg = g_list_prepend (edg, (gpointer)e1); 
   e2 = (GtsEdge*)gts_edge_new (gts_edge_class(), gtsvertices[triangles[i][1]], 
gtsvertices[triangles[i][2]]); 
   edg = g_list_prepend (edg, (gpointer)e2); 
   e3 = (GtsEdge*)gts_edge_new (gts_edge_class(), gtsvertices[triangles[i][2]], 
gtsvertices[triangles[i][0]]); 
   edg = g_list_prepend (edg, (gpointer)e3); 
   
   f = gts_face_new (gts_face_class(), e1, e2, e3); 
 
   
   
   gts_surface_add_face (s, f); 
   
 } 
  
 // getting rid of the duplicated annotation  
 vtx = gts_vertices_merge (vtx, (gdouble)1e-10, NULL); 
  
 edg = gts_edges_merge ((GList*)edg);  
  
 if (!gts_surface_is_closed(s)) 
 { printf("Surface is opened!!!"); 
  exit(-1); 
 } 
  
 if (!gts_surface_is_orientable(s)) 
 { printf("Surface is non orientable!!!"); 
  exit(-1); 
 } 
  
  
 //deallocating memory for not needed info 
 free (vertices); 
 free (triangles); 
 g_list_free (vtx); 
 g_list_free (edg); 
  
    free(gtsvertices);  
 return;  
  
} 

 
 

 

gkeyfile.h 

 
/* 
 *  gkeyfile.h 
 *   
 * 
 *  Created by Inja Radman on 12/14/09. 
 *  Copyright 2009 __MyCompanyName__. All rights reserved. 
 * 
 */ 
 
 
 
#ifndef GKEYFILE_H 
#define GKEYFILE_H 
 
void gkeyfile (const char *varfile); 
 
#endif 
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gkeyfile.c 

 
/* 
 *  gkeyfile.c 
 *   
 * 
 *  Created by Inja Radman on 12/11/09. 
 *  Copyright 2009 __MyCompanyName__. All rights reserved. 
 * 
 */ 
 
#include <stdio.h> 
#include <glib.h> 
#include "types.h" 
 
void gkeyfile (const char *varfile) 
{ 
 GKeyFile *keyfile; 
 GKeyFileFlags flags; 
 GError *error = NULL; 
  
 keyfile = g_key_file_new (); 
 flags = G_KEY_FILE_KEEP_COMMENTS | G_KEY_FILE_KEEP_TRANSLATIONS; 
  
 if (!g_key_file_load_from_file (keyfile, varfile, flags, &error)) 
 { 
  //g_error (error->message); 
  printf ("Error while reading the parameters\n"); 
 } 
  
 il = g_key_file_get_double (keyfile, "values", "IL", NULL); 
 iu = g_key_file_get_double (keyfile, "values", "IU", NULL); 
 jl = g_key_file_get_double (keyfile, "values", "JL", NULL); 
 ju = g_key_file_get_double (keyfile, "values", "JU", NULL); 
 kl = g_key_file_get_double (keyfile, "values", "KL", NULL); 
 ku = g_key_file_get_double (keyfile, "values", "KU", NULL); 
 dt = g_key_file_get_double (keyfile, "values", "DT", NULL); 
 D = g_key_file_get_double (keyfile, "values", "d", NULL); 
 boarder = g_key_file_get_double (keyfile, "values", "BOARDER", NULL); 
 Np = g_key_file_get_integer (keyfile, "values", "np", NULL); 
 dim = g_key_file_get_integer (keyfile, "values", "DIM", NULL); 
 rsscaling = g_key_file_get_double (keyfile, "values", "RSSCALING", NULL); 
 seed = g_key_file_get_integer (keyfile, "values", "SEED", NULL); 
 
     
     if (rsscaling == 0.0) 
        rsscaling = 1.0; 
   
 g_key_file_free (keyfile); 
  
} 
 

 

 

 

 

 

main.c 

 
/* 
 *  main.c 
 *   
 * 
 *  Created by Inja Radman on 10/6/09. 
 *  Copyright 2009 __ETH Zurich__. All rights reserved. 
 * 
 */ 
 
 
#include <stdio.h> 
#include <stdlib.h> 
#include <string.h> 
#include <gts.h> 
#include <glib.h> 
#include <math.h> 
#include "types.h" 
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#include "readIv.h" 
#include "generate_gts_surface.h" 
#include "celllist.h" 
#include "stepping.h" 
 
 
int main (int argc, char** argv) 
 
{  
 char *file, *file1, *file2; 
 nv = 0; 
 nt = 0; 
 // always give the info in this format: programname readinsurfacefilename variablesfilename 
surfaceoutputname fileoutputname (with the space in between) 
 if (argc != 5) { 
  printf("Please execute program as follows:\n"); 
  printf("programname readinsurfacefilename variablesfilename surfaceoutputname fileoutputname (with the 
space in between)\n"); 
  return -1; 
 } 
 file = argv[1]; 
 varfile = argv[2]; 
 file1 = argv[3]; 
 file2 = argv[4]; 
  
 fi = fopen (file, "r"); 
 gi = fopen (file1, "w"); 
 hi = fopen (file2, "w"); 
  
 readIv (fi); 
 generate_gts_surface (); 
  
 gts_surface_write (s, gi); 
 fclose (fi); 
 fclose (gi); 
 
 printf ("vert: %d\tedg: %d\tface: 
%d\n",(int)gts_surface_vertex_number(s),(int)gts_surface_edge_number(s),(int)gts_surface_face_number(s)); 
  
 initialize (); 
 makecelllist(); 
 printf("cell list made...\n"); 
  
  
 stepping (hi); 
  
 fclose(hi); 
 return (0); 
} 

 

 

militime.py 
#!/usr/bin/python 

 

import time 

t = time.time() 

print int(100000*(t - int(t))) 

pointinside.h 

 
/* 
 *  pointinside.h 
 *   
 * 
 *  Created by Inja Radman on 11/25/09. 
 *  Copyright 2009 __MyCompanyName__. All rights reserved. 
 * 
 */ 
 
#ifndef POINTINSIDE_H 
#define POINTINSIDE_H 
 
int pointinside (GtsPoint* p); 
 
#endif  
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pointinside.c 

 
/* 
 *  pointinside.c 
 *   
 * 
 *  Created by Inja Radman on 10/22/09. 
 *  Copyright 2009 __MyCompanyName__. All rights reserved. 
 * 
 */ 
 
 
#include <stdio.h> 
#include <stdlib.h> 
#include <gts.h> 
#include <glib.h> 
#include "types.h" 
 
int pointinside (GtsPoint* p) 
 
{  
  return (int)gts_point_is_inside_surface (p, tree, FALSE);   
 
} 

 

 

randomwalk.h 

 
/* 
 *  randomwalk.h 
 *   
 * 
 *  Created by Inja Radman on 11/25/09. 
 *  Copyright 2009 __MyCompanyName__. All rights reserved. 
 * 
 */ 
 
 
#ifndef RANDOMWALK_H 
#define RANDOMWALK_H 
 
 
gint hitbound (GtsTriangle* tr, GtsPoint* p, GtsPoint* newpos, gint* intersect); 
void walk (GtsPoint* p); 
 
#endif  

 

 

 

randomwalk.c 

 
/* 
 *  randomwalk.c 
 *   
 * 
 *  Created by Inja Radman on 11/5/09. 
 *  Copyright 2009 __MyCompanyName__. All rights reserved. 
 * 
 */ 
 
#include <stdio.h> 
#include <stdlib.h> 
#include <gts.h> 
#include <glib.h> 
#include <math.h> 
#include <gsl/gsl_sf_trig.h> 
#include <gsl/gsl_complex_math.h> 
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#include "types.h" 
#include "unirand.h" 
#include "gausrand.h" 
#include "pointinside.h" 
 
 
typedef struct 
{ GtsPoint *p, *newpos; 
    int intersect; 
} datatosend; 
 
void hitbound (GtsTriangle* tr, datatosend *q) 
{  
    GtsPoint *p, *newpos; 
    int intersect; 
    GtsVertex *v1, *v2, *v3; 
 
    p = (*q).p; 
    newpos = (*q).newpos; 
    intersect = (*q).intersect; 
    if (intersect == 0) 
    { 
        GtsSegment* seg; 
        GtsVertex *vp, *vnewpos; 
        vp = gts_vertex_new(gts_vertex_class(), (gdouble)(*p).x, (gdouble)(*p).y, (gdouble)(*p).z); 
        vnewpos = gts_vertex_new(gts_vertex_class(), (gdouble)(*newpos).x, (gdouble)(*newpos).y, 
(gdouble)(*newpos).z); 
 
        seg = gts_segment_new (gts_segment_class(), vp, vnewpos); 
                 
        gts_triangle_vertices (tr, &v1, &v2, &v3); 
   
 
// checking for intersection between the pathway of the particle and the triangle…. 
 
        if (gts_segment_triangle_intersection (seg, tr, TRUE, gts_point_class()) != NULL)  
 
        { 
// they intersect! let's check where and mirror the particle...  
            int i, j, k, l; 
            double n[3], norm, a[3], b[3], det, inv, mat[3][3], inter[3], alpha, beta, lambda; 
    
   intersect = 1; 
 
 
            a[0] = ((*v2).p.x - (*v1).p.x); 
            a[1] = ((*v2).p.y - (*v1).p.y); 
            a[2] = ((*v2).p.z - (*v1).p.z); 
 
            b[0] = ((*v3).p.x - (*v1).p.x); 
            b[1] = ((*v3).p.y - (*v1).p.y); 
            b[2] = ((*v3).p.z - (*v1).p.z); 
 
            n[0] = a[1]*b[2] - a[2]*b[1]; 
            n[1] = a[2]*b[0] - a[0]*b[2]; 
            n[2] = a[0]*b[1] - a[1]*b[0]; 
 
            norm = sqrt (pow(n[0],2) + pow(n[1],2) + pow(n[2],2)); 
            for (l = 0; l<3; l++) 
                n[l] = n[l]/norm; 
 
 
            det = (-a[2]*b[1]*n[0] + a[1]*b[2]*n[0] + a[2]*b[0]*n[1] - a[0]*b[2]*n[1] - a[1]*b[0]*n[2] + 
a[0]*b[1]*n[2]); 
 
            if (fabs(det) > TOL) 
            { inv = 1/det; 
                mat[0][0] = (b[1]*n[2] - b[2]*n[1])*inv; 
                mat[0][1] = (b[2]*n[0] - b[0]*n[2])*inv; 
                mat[0][2] = (b[0]*n[1] - b[1]*n[0])*inv; 
                mat[1][0] = (a[2]*n[1] - a[1]*n[2])*inv; 
                mat[1][1] = (a[0]*n[2] - a[2]*n[0])*inv; 
                mat[1][2] = (a[1]*n[0] - a[0]*n[1])*inv; 
                mat[2][0] = (a[1]*b[2] - a[2]*b[1])*inv; 
                mat[2][1] = (a[2]*b[0] - a[0]*b[2])*inv; 
                mat[2][2] = (a[0]*b[1] - a[1]*b[0])*inv; 
 
                //find alpha, beta, lambda.... intersecting point 
 
                inter[0] = ((*newpos).x - (*v1).p.x); 
                inter[1] = ((*newpos).y - (*v1).p.y); 
                inter[2] = ((*newpos).z - (*v1).p.z); 
 
                alpha = (mat[0][0]*inter[0] + mat[0][1]*inter[1] + mat[0][2]*inter[2]); 
                beta = (mat[1][0]*inter[0] + mat[1][1]*inter[1] + mat[1][2]*inter[2]); 
                lambda = (mat[2][0]*inter[0] + mat[2][1]*inter[1] + mat[2][2]*inter[2]); 
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                if ((alpha >= -TOL) && (beta >= -TOL) && ((alpha+beta) <= 1)) 
                {  
                    (*newpos).x = ((*newpos).x - 2*lambda*n[0]); 
                    (*newpos).y = ((*newpos).y - 2*lambda*n[1]); 
                    (*newpos).z = ((*newpos).z - 2*lambda*n[2]); 
 
                    if (!pointinside (newpos))  
                    { 
                        printf ("Failed\n"); 
                        fflush(NULL); 
                        printf ("px=%lf, py=%lf, pz=%lf\n", (*p).x, (*p).y, (*p).z); 
                        fflush(NULL); 
                        printf ("newposx=%lf, newposy=%lf, newposz=%lf\n", (*newpos).x, (*newpos).y, (*newpos).z); 
                        fflush(NULL); 
                        exit(-1); 
                    } 
                    else 
                    {   (*p).x = (*newpos).x; 
                        (*p).y = (*newpos).y; 
                        (*p).z = (*newpos).z; 
                    } 
                } 
 
 
            } 
        } 
  gts_object_destroy (GTS_OBJECT (seg)); 
 
    } 
    (*q).intersect = intersect; 
} 
 
 
void walk (GtsPoint* p) 
 
{ double phi, theta, sintheta; 
    double sx,sy,sz; 
    int i, j, k, ii, jj, kk, iii, jjj, kkk, intersect; 
    int i_ii, j_jj, k_kk; 
    GtsPoint* newpos; 
    datatosend q; 
     
    newpos = gts_point_new (gts_point_class(), 0, 0, 0); 
    intersect = 0; 
 
    phi = M_PI*unirand(0.0,1.0); 
    theta = asin(2*unirand(0.0,1.0) - 1.0) + M_PI/2.0; 
 
    // determining step 
    sintheta = gsl_sf_sin(theta); 
    sx = gausrand()*sintheta*gsl_sf_cos(phi); 
    sy = gausrand()*sintheta*gsl_sf_sin(phi); 
    sz = gausrand()*gsl_sf_cos(theta); 
 
    (*newpos).x = (*p).x + sx; 
    (*newpos).y = (*p).y + sy; 
    (*newpos).z = (*p).z + sz; 
 
 
 
    //if the newposition would stay inside the boundary... 
    if (pointinside (newpos)) 
    {                            
        (*p).x = (*newpos).x; 
        (*p).y = (*newpos).y; 
        (*p).z = (*newpos).z; 
    } 
    else 
    {  
 
// handle the boundary conditions... 
  i = (int) floor (((*p).x - bxl)/cellx); 
  j = (int) floor (((*p).y - byl)/celly); 
  k = (int) floor (((*p).z - bzl)/cellz); 
 
        ii = (int) floor (((*newpos).x - bxl)/cellx); 
        jj = (int) floor (((*newpos).y - byl)/celly); 
        kk = (int) floor (((*newpos).z - bzl)/cellz); 
 
// boundary cells assigned… 
 
        //go through the boxes in between the current one and the possible new one 
        i_ii = abs(i-ii); 
        j_jj = abs(j-jj); 
        k_kk = abs(k-kk); 
        for (iii = i - i_ii ; iii <= i + i_ii; iii++) 
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            for (jjj = j - j_jj; jjj <= j + j_jj; jjj++) 
                for (kkk = k - k_kk; kkk <= k + k_kk; kkk++) 
                    if (intersect == 0) 
                    {  
                        if ((iii < 0) || (jjj < 0) || (kkk < 0) || 
                                (iii >= Nx) || (jjj >= Ny) || (kkk >= Nz)) 
                            continue; 
 //searching for intersection... 
                        q.p = p; 
                        q.newpos = newpos; 
                        q.intersect = intersect; 
       g_list_foreach (cellist[(int) indeks (iii, jjj, kkk)], (GFunc)&hitbound, (gpointer)&q); 
                        intersect = q.intersect; 
                    } 
    } 
 gts_object_destroy (GTS_OBJECT (newpos)); 
} 

 

 

readIv.h 

 
/* 
 *  readIv.h 
 *   
 * 
 *  Created by Inja Radman on 11/25/09. 
 *  Copyright 2009 __MyCompanyName__. All rights reserved. 
 * 
 */ 
 
 
#ifndef READIV_H 
#define READIV_H 
 
void readIv (FILE* f); 
 
#endif 

 

readIv.c 

 
/* 
 *  readIv.c 
 *   
 * 
 *  Created by Inja Radman on 10/6/09. 
 *  Copyright 2009 __ETH Zurich__. All rights reserved. 
 * 
 */ 
 
#include <stdio.h> 
#include <stdlib.h> 
#include <string.h> 
#include <gts.h> 
#include <glib.h> 
#include "types.h" 
 
void readIv (FILE* f) 
  
{ char line [80]; 
 double v1, v2, v3; 
 int t1, t2, t3, t4, t5, t6; 
 int i; 
  
 while (fgets (line,80,f) && !strstr (line, "point")) 
 { // read through the file until you find the vertices start 
 } 
  
 fpos_t pos; 
 fgetpos (f, &pos); 
  
 // count the number of vertices listed 
  
 fgets (line, 80, f); 
 if (strchr (line, '.')) 
  nv++; 
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 while (fgets (line, 80, f) && !strchr (line, ']')) 
 { nv++; 
 } 
   
 nv++; 
  
 vertices = (vert*)malloc(nv*sizeof(vert));  
 
  
 fsetpos (f, &pos); 
 fgets (line, 80, f); 
 i = 0; 
  
 if (strchr (line, '.'))  
 { 
  sscanf (line, "%lf %lf %lf", &v1, &v2, &v3); // %*s? 
  vertices[i][0] = v1; 
  vertices[i][1] = v2; 
  vertices[i][2] = v3; 
  i++; 
   
 } 
  
 while (fgets (line,80,f) && !strchr (line,']'))  
 { 
  sscanf (line, " %lf %lf %lf,\n", &v1, &v2, &v3); 
  vertices[i][0] = v1; 
  vertices[i][1] = v2; 
  vertices[i][2] = v3; 
  i++; 
  
 } 
  
 while (fgets (line,80,f) && !strstr (line,"coordIndex"))  
 { 
  
 } 
  
 fgetpos (f, &pos); 
  
 // count the number of triangles listed 
  
 fgets (line, 80, f); 
 if (strchr (line, ','))  
 { if (strchr(line,'-') == strrchr (line, '-')) 
   nt++; 
   
  else if (strchr(line,'-') != strrchr (line, '-')) 
   nt += 2; 
 } 
 while (fgets (line, 80, f) && !strchr (line, ']'))  
 { 
  if (strchr(line,'-') == strrchr (line, '-')) 
   nt++; 
   
  else if (strchr(line,'-') != strrchr (line, '-')) 
   nt += 2; 
 } 
   
 triangles = (triang*) malloc (nt*sizeof(triang));  
  
 i = 0; 
  
 fsetpos (f, &pos); 
 fgets (line, 80, f); 
  
 if (strchr (line, ','))  
 {  
  if (strchr (line, '-') == strrchr (line, '-')) 
  { 
   sscanf(line,"%d %d %d %*d\n", &t1, &t2, &t3); 
   triangles[i][0]= t1; 
   triangles[i][1]= t2; 
   triangles[i][2]= t3; 
   i++; 
    
  } 
  else if (strchr (line, '-') != strrchr (line, '-'))  
  { 
   sscanf(line,"%d %d %d %*d, %d %d %d %*d\n", &t1, &t2, &t3, &t4, &t5, &t6); 
   triangles[i][0]= t1; 
   triangles[i][1]= t2; 
   triangles[i][2]= t3; 
   triangles[i+1][0]= t4; 
   triangles[i+1][1]= t5; 
   triangles[i+1][2]= t6; 
   i += 2; 
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  } 
  else printf ("Error occured"); 
 } 
  
 while (fgets (line, 80, f) && !strchr (line, ']'))  
 { 
  if (strchr (line, '-') == strrchr (line, '-')) 
  { 
   sscanf(line,"%d %d %d %*d\n", &t1, &t2, &t3); 
   triangles[i][0]= t1; 
   triangles[i][1]= t2; 
   triangles[i][2]= t3; 
   i++; 
    
  } 
  else if (strchr (line, '-') != strrchr (line, '-'))  
  { 
   sscanf(line,"%d %d %d %*d, %d %d %d %*d\n", &t1, &t2, &t3, &t4, &t5, &t6); 
   triangles[i][0]= t1; 
   triangles[i][1]= t2; 
   triangles[i][2]= t3; 
   triangles[i+1][0]= t4; 
   triangles[i+1][1]= t5; 
   triangles[i+1][2]= t6; 
   i += 2; 
    
  } 
   
  else printf ("Error occured"); 
 } 
  
  
  
} 

  
  
rscalc.h 

 
/* 
 *  rscalc.h 
 *   
 * 
 *  Created by Inja Radman on 12/17/09. 
 *  Copyright 2009 __MyCompanyName__. All rights reserved. 
 * 
 */ 
 
 
gint calc (GtsEdge *edge, double *el); 
void rscalc (); 

 

rscalc.c 

 
/* 
 *  rscalc.c 
 *   
 * 
 *  Created by Inja Radman on 12/17/09. 
 *  Copyright 2009 __MyCompanyName__. All rights reserved. 
 * 
 */ 
 
#include <stdio.h> 
#include <gts.h> 
#include <math.h> 
#include "types.h" 
 
gint calc (GtsEdge *edge, double *el) 
{  
    double d1,d2,d3; 
    d1 = (*(*edge).segment.v1).p.x - (*(*edge).segment.v2).p.x; 
    d2 = (*(*edge).segment.v1).p.y - (*(*edge).segment.v2).p.y; 
    d3 = (*(*edge).segment.v1).p.z - (*(*edge).segment.v2).p.z; 
 
    *el = *el + sqrt (d1*d1 + d2*d2 + d3*d3 ); 
    return 0;          
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} 
 
 
void rscalc () 
{ int Ne= 0; 
 double el=0.0; 
  
 Ne = gts_surface_edge_number (s); 
  
 gts_surface_foreach_edge (s, (GFunc)&calc, (gpointer)&el); 
  
 rs = (el/Ne)*rsscaling; 
  
} 

 

 

stepping.h 
 

/* 
 *  stepping.h 
 *   
 * 
 *  Created by Inja Radman on 11/25/09. 
 *  Copyright 2009 __MyCompanyName__. All rights reserved. 
 * 
 */ 
 
#ifndef STEPPING_H 
#define STEPPING_H 
 
void stepping (FILE* h); 
void initialize (); 
 
#endif 

 

stepping.c 

 
/* 
 *  stepping.c 
 *   
 * 
 *  Created by Inja Radman on 11/10/09. 
 *  Copyright 2009 __MyCompanyName__. All rights reserved. 
 * 
 */ 
 
#include <stdio.h> 
#include <stdlib.h> 
#include <string.h> 
#include <gts.h> 
#include <glib.h> 
#include <math.h> 
#include <gsl/gsl_rng.h> 
#include <gsl/gsl_randist.h> 
#include "types.h" 
#include "unirand.h" 
#include "randomwalk.h" 
#include "gkeyfile.h" 
 
void stepping (FILE* h) 
{ double t; 
 //double stepav; 
 int i, counterp; 
 //int stepcount; 
 printf("we started the walk now...\n"); 
 T = (double*)malloc(Np*sizeof(double)); 
  
 t = 0; 
  
 for (i=0; i<Np; i++) 
 { T[i] = 0; 
 } 
  
 counterp = Np; 
  
 while (counterp > 0)  
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 { counterp = 0; 
  for (i=0; i<Np; i++) 
  { if (particles[i] != NULL) 
   { 
   if ((*particles[i]).x < boarder) 
   { T[i] = T[i] + dt; 
    walk (particles[i]); 
    counterp++; 
    //stepcount++; 
   } 
   else 
   {  
    fprintf (h, "%lf \n", T[i]); 
    gts_object_destroy (GTS_OBJECT (particles[i])); 
    particles[i] = NULL; 
   } 
   } 
  } 
   
  t = t + dt; 
   
 } 
  
 //stepav = stepcount/Np; 
 //printf("stepav=%lf", stepav); 
 //fflush (NULL); 
  
  
} 
 
 
void initialize () 
{ gkeyfile (varfile); 
 
  
 int i; 
 char line[80]; 
 const gsl_rng_type *R; 
  
 gsl_rng_env_setup(); 
  
 R = gsl_rng_mt19937; 
 nasumican = gsl_rng_alloc (R); 
 gsl_rng_set (nasumican, seed); 
  
 //read from variables the data, like il, iu... also D, Np, dt 
  
 var = 2*dim*D*dt; 
 std = sqrt(var); 
 
  
 particles = (GtsPoint**) malloc (Np*sizeof(GtsPoint*)); 
 printf("Memory allocated for particles"); 
 fflush(NULL); 
  
 for (i=0; i<Np; i++) 
 { particles[i] = gts_point_new (gts_point_class(),  
                        (gdouble)(unirand (il, iu)),  
                        (gdouble)(unirand (jl, ju)),  
                        (gdouble)(unirand (kl, ku))); 
 }  
   
 tree = gts_bb_tree_surface (s); 
  
} 

types.h 

 
/* 
 *  types.h 
 *   
 * 
 *  Created by Inja Radman on 10/8/09. 
 *  Copyright 2009 __MyCompanyName__. All rights reserved. 
 * 
 */ 
#include <gts.h> 
#include <glib.h> 
#include <gsl/gsl_rng.h> 
#include <gsl/gsl_randist.h> 
 
#define TOL 0.00000001 
 
typedef double vert[3]; 
typedef int triang[3]; 
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GtsSurface* s; 
GtsTriangle** gtstriangles; 
GList** cellist; 
GtsPoint  **particles; 
 
double bxl, byl, bzl, bxh, byh, bzh, cellx, celly, cellz, rs, rsscaling; 
double minx, miny, minz, maxx, maxy, maxz; 
double D, dt, il, iu, jl, ju, kl, ku, var, std, boarder; 
double* T; 
 
FILE *fi, *gi, *hi; 
const char *varfile; 
 
vert* vertices; 
triang* triangles, tr; 
int nv, nt, Nx, Ny, Nz, Np, N, dim; 
 
gsl_rng * nasumican; 
unsigned long int seed; 
GNode* tree; 

 

 

unirand.h 

 
/* 
 *  unirand.h 
 *   
 * 
 *  Created by Inja Radman on 11/19/09. 
 *  Copyright 2009 __MyCompanyName__. All rights reserved. 
 * 
 */ 
 
#ifndef UNIRAND_H 
#define UNIRAND_H 
 
double unirand (double low, double up); 
 
#endif 

 

unirand.c 

 
/* 
 *  unirand.c 
 *   
 * 
 *  Created by Inja Radman on 11/16/09. 
 *  Copyright 2009 __MyCompanyName__. All rights reserved. 
 * 
 */ 
 
#include <gsl/gsl_rng.h> 
#include <gsl/gsl_randist.h> 
#include <math.h> 
#include "types.h" 
 
inline double unirand (double low, double up) 
 
{  
 return (low + gsl_rng_uniform(nasumican)*(fabs(up-low))); 
} 
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